[Prediction of influenza-like illness in Shanghai based on the generalized additive method].
The aim of the current research topic was to test the generalized additive method (GAM), using data from the analysis and prediction on influenza-like illness (ILI) in Shanghai. Through collecting the meteorological data as well as the ILI from 2006 to 2010, we established several nonlinear regression candidate models based on the GAM. These models considered factors as: the nonlinear dependence on the meteorological data, i.e. weekly average temperature and weekly average (maximum) temperature differences and the ILI. The AIC (Akaike information criterion) involved two simplified models which were implemented for further analysis and prediction. Finally, numerical examples showed that the proposed models could shed light on the connection between the meteorological data and the ILI. GAM could be used to fit the frequencies of ILI and meteorological factors in Shanghai. The proposed models were able to accurately analyze the onset of ILI, implying that GAM might be suitable for the prediction and analysis of those meteorological correlative diseases.